Genomics as potential factor in modern day medicine

Personalized medicine, serviced through advances in genomics, continues to evolve as rapidly advancing expanse in modern day medicine. Growing list of scientific discoveries has significantly changed the traditional practice of medicine, compelling us to adopt this, novel approach in daily patient care setting. It continues to affect and create advanced multidisciplinary approach for patient care with Targeted therapy, risk assessment, diagnosis and screening protocols now being planted with a molecular engagement in their concerned pathways.

Oncologists, pathologists and basic scientists are all aggressively etching the countenance of futuristic medicine with combative projects and clinical trials, planned contentiously to include research in cancer molecular diagnostics and therapy related questions with genomics as a potential modifier, and not as a mere contributor. Quest to discover and validate biomarkers such as Mutations, Polymorphisms and epigenomics are being considered for, therapy selection, prognosis, diagnosis and have become a hallmark of perspectives of quality, guidelines and regulations, particularly in cancer, a molecular disease.

Informed choice, evidence and an integrated approach, all add up to a rich resource for non-specialized to a growing argument in the way we treat with specialized comprehension in mind. Environmental factors and nutrition are gaining importance with their ability to transform a strong and established link to human genetic profile that gives rise to a genetic predisposition or life cycle of a disease, appropriating a large area of present-day, state of the art, affirmative approach to treat better.
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